INSULATING HOT TUB AND SPA COVER THREE-YEAR WARRANTY
Any Ideal Spa Cover shown to be unserviceable due to defects in materials or workmanship within three (3) years from
date of purchase will be repaired or replaced, at the option of Ideal Spa Covers, without charge for materials or labor.
(Excludes cost of freight to and from the manufacturer)
1) Ideal Spa Covers will warranty all workmanship and materials, such as seams, handles and tie-downs for a period of
three (3) years. Simply return the vinyl portion of cover and Ideal will repair or replace it at our option and return at no
charge (excluding shipping).
2) Your foam cores are guaranteed by Ideal Spa Covers for a period of two (2) years against water absorption. If your
foam should take on water during this period, contact Ideal Spa Covers for instructions. Replacement of cores does not
include shipping or labor charges.
3) The vinyl portion of your spa cover is guaranteed against fading and oxidation for a period ofone (1) year. If your vinyl
should fade during this period contact Ideal Spa Covers for instructions. Replacement of vinyl does not include shipping
or labor charges.
4) Exclusions: This warranty does not include damage incurred by use of the spa cover other than in accordance with
printed instructions or product literature provided by Ideal Spa Covers.
Other exclusions are conditions resulting from:






Defect in components of a part which is not part of the spa cover.
Failure to provide “Reasonable and Necessary” maintenance.
Misuse, Abuse, Negligence, Accident or Alterations other than authorized by Ideal Spa Covers.
Normal fading and minor deterioration
Must call Ideal for a RMA# prior to sending any portion of your cover for repair.

Except as expressly provided, there shall be no addition warranty obligation expressed or implied oral
or statutory.
A) Ideal Spa Covers shall not be liable for consequential damages or incidental expenses resulting from any breach of the
aforementioned warranties.
B) This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may have other rights which vary from state to state.
C) Any dispute between Buyer and Ideal Spa Covers pertaining to this warranty may, at the option of the Buyer, be
resolved in California according to the rules of the American Arbitration Association.
Should you have any questions regarding warranty of your spa cover contact: Ideal Spa Covers (714) 523-2999

